Strong Delusion - The Anti-Christian Alien Agenda

Though many believers seem to be unaware of it, the New Age Movement and the Alien Enthusiasts
among them that have rejected the Gospel of Yahshua Ha Mashiach are getting similar channeled
messages from evil spiritual beings that are masquerading as inter-dimensional heavenly beings.
Depending on the beliefs and teachers of the recipients, the spiritual entities that are being contacted
by various occult means have been called Ascended Masters, Star People, the Annunaki, Grays, or
Aliens. All of these spirits are continually delivering almost identical messages to unsaved humanity
that are completely contrary to the teachings and messages given to us by Yahweh God in the Bible,
and that are totally demonic in nature. In fact, they are a part of the evil spiritual principalities and
powers surrounding our world that are spoken of by the Apostle Paul:
~*~ Ephesians 6:11-13 ~*~
“Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. 11 Put on the whole armor
of God, that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 12 For we do not wrestle against
flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places. 13 Therefore take up the whole
armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.”
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The false messages being transmitted to humanity by these evil demonic entities masquerading as
benevolent angels of light or friendly aliens are basically the same. Essentially, they all say this: that
we are the product of Evolution, that these aliens added to ordinary Ape DNA to provide them with an
evolutionary leap that would lead to the appearance of Homo Sapiens, that most of our technological
knowledge was given to us by these aliens, that death leads to reincarnation and multiple lives, that
there is no Creator God, that the only gods that there ever were are these alien beings who appeared to
different people groups in different guises at different times, and that these alien beings are going to
return someday soon to help humanity usher in a golden age of prosperity and peace under their
benevolent direction. They even have an excuse for the Rapture, saying that they are going to remove
all the known defective people in the world that are holding humanity back prior to their return.
Judging by the unanimous agreement of all of the channeled spiritual messages supposedly coming
from beyond our world, but that in actuality are coming from the unseen demonic realm that is a part
of our fallen world, it should be clear to anyone with spiritual discernment that this dark Alien Agenda
that has emerged over the past 50 years is a major part of Satan’s plan to deceive all of unsaved
humanity. As such, it is part of the Strong Delusion that the Apostle Paul talked about:
~*~ 2 Thessalonians 2:9-12 ~*~
“The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, and lying
wonders, 10 and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive
the love of the truth, that they might be saved. 11 And for this reason God will send them strong
delusion, that they should believe the lie, 12 that they all may be condemned who did not believe the
truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.”
This Scripture lays a serious charge concerning the unsaved people that are destined to perish after the
Rapture. It does so by claiming that they will all one day be greatly deceived by a powerful delusion
that will be backed up with many lying demonic signs, wonders and miracles. Meanwhile, the few
beleaguered souls that find Yahshua after the Rapture will be surrounded by people who are blissfully
unaware of their ultimately terrible fate for rejecting God and falling for this great spiritual deception.
Sadly, all these deceived people will physically die horribly and will then spend eternity as tormented
spiritual beings in that part of Hell called the Lake of Fire:
~*~ Revelation 20:7-15 ~*~
“Now when the thousand years have expired, Satan will be released from his prison 8 and will go
out to deceive the nations which are in the four corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them
together to battle, whose number is as the sand of the sea. 9 They went up on the breadth of the earth
and surrounded the camp of the saints and the beloved city. And fire came down from God out of
heaven and devoured them. 10 THE DEVIL, WHO DECEIVED THEM, WAS CAST INTO
THE LAKE OF FIRE AND BRIMSTONE WHERE THE BEAST AND THE FALSE
PROPHET ARE. AND THEY WILL BE TORMENTED DAY AND NIGHT FOREVER AND
EVER.”
“Then I saw a great white throne and Him who sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven
fled away. And there was found no place for them. 12 And I saw the dead, small and great, standing
before God, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life. And
the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which were written in the books. 13 The
sea gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and Hades delivered up the dead who were in them.
And they were judged, each one according to his works. 14 Then Death and Hades were cast into the
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lake of fire. This is the second death. 15 AND ANYONE NOT FOUND WRITTEN IN THE BOOK
OF LIFE WAS CAST INTO THE LAKE OF FIRE.”
Unfortunately for the lost sheep in this world that have already heard and rejected the Gospel of
the Kingdom of God and the Salvation by Yahshua’s Blood Atonement that is required to enter it, this
place burning with unquenchable fire awaits them because their names are not written in the heavenly
Book of Life. The only way to avoid this horrible fate and have one’s name written into the Book of
Life is to accept the cleansing blood sacrifice of Yahshua Ha Mashiach on the Cross, and then to love
and follow Yahshua with the guidance of His Holy Spirit for the remainder of one’s life. To learn
more about the coming Alien Deception, please also read the following important article on my blog:
How Satan May Deceive Mankind When The Rapture Comes
http://pillarofenoch.blogspot.com/2012/05/how-satan-may-deceive-mankind-when.html
To save many from the fate of everlasting damnation, we who are saved have a big part to play. One
way to help save others is by alerting everyone you know to what Satan may be planning using the
Alien Agenda. Don’t be afraid to tell others about the lies being promulgated by channeled spirits as a
demonic ploy to deceive those who are perishing. Their very lives and fate in eternity may depend on
your witness in these last days to be saved from the fires of Hell. To aid you in this task, I have
provided the following links to three video presentations by the same young Brother in Christ named
Clay. They are all very timely, well-done, and worth watching. Please take a look at them, and
prayerfully consider all that Clay is saying about the Illuminati, the Fallen Angels, and their Nephilim
offspring.
These videos fully expose the Alien Agenda surrounding the re-introduction of the Nephilim and
Fallen Angels into human history, the fully demonic nature of the coming Strong Delusion
surrounding their reappearance, the closeness of the Rapture for those who are watching, and the sheer
terror in the Great Tribulation that awaits those who are not saved.
Please share these links with all your unsaved or backslidden loved ones. There is no time to waste!
The time that we have left to witness to the lost and reach others with the Gospel of the Kingdom of
God is very short, and we will be going home to be with Yahshua as His Bride in Heaven very soon.
So please try to reach as many people as you can before then.
In addition, please consider buying my book “The Language of God in History” at my POEM
Ministry web site using the embedded link in this sentence, or on Amazon.com, where it is now
available as a Kindle book. This 800-page book (it’s the size of 4 average sized books in one!)
discusses the plague of the Fallen Angels and the scourge of their Nephilim offspring in great detail. It
not only utilizes the Bible, but information found in the Book of 1 Enoch and the Book of Jasher among many other Judeo-Christian ancient texts - to sort out the nature, purpose and evil agenda of
the Fallen Angels and their debased offspring.
In the meantime, May our Father God Yahweh bless you all, and Maranatha!
Your Sister in Yahshua,
Helena Lehman of the
Pillar of Enoch Ministry
Web Site: http://pllar-of-enoch.com
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1) MUST SEE: 2 Thess. 2:11 - Strong Delusion;
Analysis of the Anti-Christian Alien Agenda in the Movie "Paul":
VIDEO: The 2 Thess 2:11 Strong Delusion
from Clay Eudaly on Vimeo.
2) ANOTHER POWERFUL, MUST SEE PRESENTATION! This video contains an excellent
summation of what may soon transpire here on the Earth as part of the Great Delusion, as well as what
the prophecies in the Bible have to say about it. Please share this one with your friends, and pray that
Yahshua comes for His Bride, the Church of Philadelphia, before the Hour of Trial comes to pass.
The Great and Terrible Day of the LORD;
Ushering in the New World Order - VIDEO:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVDH6yJTPVk
3) Video: Dream of Sudden Strong Delusion in the Skies: In this video, Brother Clay discloses a
very vivid End Time dream that he had that features an Alien invasion, and ties it into current and
future End Time events that believers are watching for. Though this video starts out with poor sound
quality at the beginning, the sound does improve dramatically after a few minutes, so be patient and
you won’t be disappointed. Like Clay, I am convinced that this Strong Alien Delusion won't surface
so obviously until the Rapture occurs. Only non-believers and Carnal Christians who are left behind
will have to experience these horrific events first hand. So, remember to Keep Watch!
Dream of Sudden 'Strong Delusion' In The Skies,
The Rapture, and the Wise Virgins (2.18.12) - VIDEO:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cG3ifpHE3b0

Please Share This! Yahshua is coming SOON! Maranatha!
~~*****~~*****~~*****~~
To Give A Financial Gift to POEM: http://pillar-of-enoch.com/contact.html
To Purchase A Tribulation Time Chart from POEM:
http://pillar-of-enoch.com/bookstore/index.html#Time-Chart
To Purchase My Language Of God Series Books:
http://pillar-of-enoch.com/bookstore
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